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SUBBIANO 

       Toscana 

        Arezzo 

TAPPA 31 - SUBIANO - AREZZO 

             KM 19,5   +180 -170    E 

Subbiano is a “praedial name”, deriving from a Servius. probably distorted by the Etruscan language into Suvius. He was in all probability a 
centurion who took part in the conquest of the Arezzo area. From Suvius, Suvianus derived and in the early Middle Ages it became Subbiano. 
A local folk tradition tells that in Roman times, the locality was under the protection of the god Janus, the double faced god, thus the name Sub 
Janus. This gave the idea of representing this god on the coat of arms of the Municipality. 

CAPOLONA 

     

     

 

                        Capolona derives from a monastery called Campum Leonis. 
The town was originally a castle, and chief town of a Municipality and a 
baptismal Church (pieve) on the right bank of the Arno, not far from Arezzo. It 
lies at the foothill of the massif called Pratomagno, close to Subbiano. The 
origins of this settlement is unclear, but it appears in written records towards 
the end of the 10th century, when an Abbey was erected and dedicated to S. 
Gennaro ad Campum Leonis, in 972, by Countess Giuditta, wife of Hugh, 
Marquis of Tuscany. The abbey came under the protection of Emperor Otto II 
of Saxony with a deed of 13th December 997, then it came under Konrad II in 
1026, and Henry III in 1047,  and invalidated by other kings and popes. The 
Castle of Campoleone (from Campum Leonis) is recorded in 1199. In the 
neighboring countryside lies the Baptismal Church of St Mary Magdalen of 
Sietina, a small Romanesque church with three naves recorded from the 
11th century, richly decorated with frescoes of the Arezzo school, dated to 
1370 and the early 1400. The painting above the arch on the right of the 
presbytery are dated 1370. A seated Madonna with Baby and two kneeling 
female saints. Another Madonna seated in a throne, and an Annunciation and 
Martiry of St Agatha are dated to the end of the 15th century. 
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Subbiano—Arezzo 
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With this stage we leave the Municipality of Subbiano to enter the next: Capolona. 
 
We start from Piazza Castello directed to the bridge across the Arno, then Via Della Stazione, which we leave to turn 

left into Via Del Pallaio.  
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We underpass State highway71 (always bearing in mind that this replaced our Via Romea in the course of the 

19th century), carrying on but remaining close to the Arno on our left for 1 Km to the bridge on the river  
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which we shall leave on our left to Via Veneto  
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and again crossing SH 71 after 1 more Km. after surpassing the crossroad with the Provincial highway of Lo Spicchio, 

distancing from the river  
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after San Martino sull’Arno, we take the road that leads us to the Water purification plant,  (sentiero CAI n.43). 
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a road which after the last house becomes a footpath and, passed the ford, it returns nearer the river. After about 4 

Km we come to the footbridge over the Arno; the Church of Sietina will be now just over 500 m away on the right.  
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Crossed the Arno and having crossed the urban areas of Giovi and Ponte alla Chiassa, we cross the railway and take 

the dismissed section of the SH71 on the right,  
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we follow it for 500 m and turn left, underpass the new SH71, turn right; go on for 300 m and turn left. We are now back 

in the open countryside and it is essential to follow the path on the map, on country lanes to avoid tarmac and traffic. We 

advance for 700 m, turning right and go on for a further 700 m; turn right and go on for a further 1 Km, turn left and go on 

for another 700 m, turn right and after 800 m we shall be in the hilltop village of Puglia, once the seat of the Otonian 

Emperors of Saxony.  
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Still in an attempt to avoid traffic, increasingly more intense as we approach Arezzo, we carry on along the official route 

We leave Puglia directed to Arezzo and 700 m ahead we are on the road to Cio, were turning left we cross the Provincial 

highway to Catona and  continue for 200m, then we turn to right and  contiue for 500m, then we go to left;  
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we continue for 400m for to go to right and go for 1km; we arrive in Via Fontebranda which we cross and  continue for 

800m; we go to right and   arrive on Via Catona  
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which we follow to left for 600m and  arrive  in Via Guido Tarlati which we cros and  continue in via Pietramala; 100m 

and we go on the large parking which we cross and  pass the gate of the medieval walls of Arezzo and climb along Via 

del Bastione  
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then Via Sasso Verde (Sachsen Gard), turning left and in 100 m we will have reached the Cathedral of Arezzo.  
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Arezzo 
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